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Keep your eyes on IMAC at Missouri S&T

IMAC Shun Saito (Missouri S&T)

➤ Since 2020: Institute for Multi-messenger Astrophysics and Cosmology (IMAC)  

                        at Rolla, MO, USA (100 miles west from St. Louis) 

   - Dr. Marco Cavaglia: Gravitational Wave Physics with LIGO


   - Me: Cosmology with Galaxy Surveys (SDSS, HETDEX, Subaru PFS & Roman Space Telescope)


➤ Feel free to talk to me if you are interested in joining us!  

   - Grad school application expected in Dec-Jan. 

   - Future astrophysics faculty hiring.

Physics Dept.
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Goals

➤1. (biased) Review  

- Clarify where we are & physics/assumptions


➤2. New directions 

- constraining neutrino masses from the Large-Scale Structure  

➤ Disclaimer:  

- I only discuss a standard scenario: fiducial flat ΛCDM + Neutrino Mass 

- 3 neutrino species, no self interaction etc.                     see Olga’s talk
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Why Neutrino Masses?
➤ Lightest elementary particles 

- massless in Standard Model 
- neutrino oscillations  
→ evidence of physics beyond SM

➤ Neutrino Masses 
- neutrino oscillations: 
- β decay e.g., KATRIN < 0.9 eV/c2 
- first goal: determine hierarchy 
  minimum mass: *1eV/c2 ~ 10-33g!! 
  Normal 0.058eV vs Inverted 0.10eV
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2. ニュートリノ質量を決定する意義と
宇宙論的役割

ニュートリノの質量がゼロではないという実験
事実は，カミオカンデ等によるニュートリノ振動
実験により明らかになった. この結果が与えたイ
ンパクトが非常に大きい理由は単純で，素粒子標
準模型ではニュートリノの質量がゼロと仮定され
ているからである．つまりニュートリノが有限の
質量をもつということ自体が素粒子標準模型の限
界を示唆する証拠であり, ニュートリノがどれく
らいの質量を持つか明らかにすることは素粒子標
準模型を超える高エネルギー物理に迫る手がかり
となりうるのである．
ニュートリノ質量の制限における宇宙論的観測

の担う役割を理解するために，地上の実験におけ
る測定可能量について触れておこう．一言でまと
めれば，地上実験における観測可能量は，すべて
ニュートリノにおける 3世代のフレーバーに関す
る量であり，各世代の質量固有値を直接観測でき
ないという点が重要である．例えばニュートリノ
振動実験では，質量固有値の 2乗差のみが測定で
きるため，3世代の質量のうち質量の大きいニュー
トリノが 1世代 (順質量階層)なのか，2世代 (逆
質量階層)なのかは区別することができない．これ
は一般にニュートリノの質量階層性問題と呼ばれ
る (図 1)．どちらの質量階層であるかはどのよう
にニュートリノに質量を持たせるかという素粒子
のモデルに依存するので，どちらの階層をもつか
明らかになるだけでも重要である．他の地上実験
の例においても，トリチウムのベータ崩壊エネル
ギースペクトルから電子ニュートリノの実効質量

順質量階層

!1

!2

!3

逆質量階層

質
量

!1

!2

!3

電子ニュートリノ ミューニュートリノ タウニュートリノ

図 1. ニュートリノの質量階層問題．1,2,3 の添え字は
質量固有値の世代，色の違いはそれぞれの質量固
有値に対する各フレーバーの寄与を表す．振動実
験で決定できるのは，各フレーバーが質量固有値
にそれぞれどの程度寄与しているか (振動角パラ
メータ) と，各質量固有値の 2 乗差のみである．
したがって，図のように 2種類の階層性を持つ可
能性がある．

が，ニュートリノがマヨラナ粒子であればニュート
リノなしの 2重ベータ崩壊からも対応するニュー
トリノの実効質量がそれぞれ測定できるが，いず
れもニュートリノ振動のパラメータを介した量で
あり，質量固有値の絶対値を測定することは出来
ないのである !2．
一方，宇宙論的観測で対象になるのは，宇宙膨

張の様子や大規模構造の進化といった重力の進化
である．したがって宇宙論的な観測量は有質量の
ニュートリノが重力源としてどの程度寄与してい
るかに依存し，各世代のニュートリノの質量固有
値の総和が測定できる．このように各世代の総和
であるにせよ，質量固有値の絶対値を測定できる
という点で宇宙論的な制限は，地上の実験と相補
的な役割を果たしている．その上，宇宙論的観測

*1 ダークマターには歴史的に，‘冷たい’ ダークマターと ‘熱い’ ダークマターという 2 種類が考えられていて，ニュートリ
ノのように軽い粒子は速度分散が非常に大きく，‘熱い’ダークマターに相当する．またここでいうダークマターとは，バ
リオンと重力以外の相互作用をしない物質のことであり，素粒子標準模型には含まれない粒子という意味ではない．

*2 最新の地上実験データに関しては，Particle Data Group のデータベース (http://pdg.lbl.gov/index.html) を参照さ
れたい ．

2 天文月報 2011 年?月
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Why is Cosmology important? Cosmology from eBOSS 27

TABLE 8
Constraints on neutrino masses and relative probabilities of neutrino models with ⌫⇤CDM and ⌫wCDM cosmological models. The 95%

upper limits are derived assuming a
P

m⌫ > 0 prior.

Data 95% upper limit [eV] Pinv/Pnorm Punphy Gaussian fit [eV]
Planck 0.252 0.64 0.43
Planck + BAO 0.129 0.36 0.64 �0.026 ± 0.074
Planck + BAO + RSD 0.102 0.24 0.76 �0.026 ± 0.060
Planck + SN 0.170 0.49 0.56 �0.076 ± 0.106
Planck + BAO + RSD + SN 0.099 0.22 0.78 �0.024 ± 0.057
Planck + BAO + RSD + SN + DES 0.111 0.27 0.71 �0.014 ± 0.061
Planck + BAO + RSD + SN (⌫wCDM) 0.139 0.40 0.61 �0.033 ± 0.082
Planck + BAO + RSD + SN + DES (⌫wCDM) 0.161 0.48 0.56 �0.048 ± 0.097

of the new data in the next decade.
In Table 8 we also show several integrated probabilities

defined as

Pnorm =

Z 1

0.0588 eV

p(m⌫)dm⌫ , (26)

Pinv =

Z 1

0.0995 eV

p(m⌫)dm⌫ , (27)

Punphy =

Z
0.0588 eV

0

p(m⌫)dm⌫ . (28)

Note that these are not Bayesian evidences, because we
do not account for the prior volume. Nevertheless, the
ratio of Pinv/Pnorm is the relative probability of the true
mass lying in the range allowed by the inverted/normal
hierarchy and is equivalent to an evidence ratio when the
priors are very wide. The quantity Punphy is the probabil-
ity of the summed neutrino mass lying in the unphysical
region, with a mass lower than allowed by the normal hi-
erarchy. We see that these probabilities are always incon-
clusive; there is no strong evidence from cosmology on a
preference for a normal hierarchy, an inverted hierarchy,
or a model where the neutrino mass is anomalously low
(with or without allowing extrapolation into the negativeP

m⌫). We also note that a 95% upper limit of less than
0.0995 eV would not constitute a 2� detection of normal
hierarchy, because much of that posterior volume belongs
to the unphysically low neutrino mass.

Evaluating the 95% upper limits, the strongest con-
straint excluding lensing data is

P
m⌫ < 0.099 eV, which

degrades to
P

m⌫ < 0.114 eV upon addition of lensing
data. This reflects the shift toward a relatively low am-
plitude of �8 in the lensing data with the larger values of
⌦m preferred by the other probes.

Finally, we see that allowing the dark energy equation
of state parameter (w) to be free degrades the neutrino
mass constraint by a factor of 1.4 to 1.6. This e↵ect
is due to a known degeneracy direction in the neutrino
mass (Hannestad 2005). Nevertheless, the e↵ect is not
as dramatic as it used to be and with further data it will
become negligible.

7. CONCLUSION

The eight distinct samples of SDSS BAO measure-
ments fill a unique niche in their ability to indepen-
dently characterize dark energy and curvature in one-
parameter extensions to ⇤CDM. When combined with
Planck temperature and polarization data, the BAO
measurements allow an order of magnitude improvement
on curvature constraints when compared to Planck data
alone. The BAO data provide strong evidence for a
nearly flat geometry and allow constraints on curvature

Fig. 13.— Posterior for sum of neutrino masses for selected com-
binations of data with a ⌫⇤CDM cosmology. Dashed curves show
the implied Gaussian fits. Shaded regions correspond to lower lim-
its on normal and inverted hiearchies. Likelihood curves are nor-
malized to have the same area under the curve for

P
m⌫ > 0.

that are now roughly one order of magnitude within the
detectable limit of �(⌦k) ⇠ 0.0001 (Vardanyan et al.
2009). The SDSS BAO measurements demonstrate that
the observed cosmic acceleration is best described by a
dark energy equation of state that is consistent with a
cosmological constant to better than 6% precision when
combined with the Planck temperature and polarization
data. Finally, the SDSS BAO measurements allow robust
estimates of the current expansion rate, demonstrating
H0 < 70 km s�1Mpc�1 at 95% confidence under stan-
dard assumptions of pre-recombination physics, regard-
less of cosmological model. These H0 results remain con-
sistent, even without the Planck CMB data, as long as
the ⇤CDM model is assumed.

Beyond the distance-redshift relation, we have also
demonstrated the complementary role of the six inde-
pendent SDSS RSD measurements to DES and Planck

lensing measurements. The SDSS RSD measurements
tighten Planck temperature and polarization constraints
on the dark energy equation of state by more than a
factor of two; the DES WL measurements tighten con-
straints on curvature by more than a factor of three.
Independent of any BAO or SNe Ia information on the
expansion history, the CMB, RSD, and WL measure-
ments present a history of structure growth that is best
described by a standard ⇤CDM cosmology and a GR
model for gravity.

The tightest constraints on the cosmological model are
found when combining current measurements of the ex-

<latexit sha1_base64="uxUp8P4Dt5GfhaZjod0hpOVaYH4=">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</latexit>!
m! ! 0.1 eV (95%C.L.)

eBOSS collaboration (2020) 
see also Philcox+(2020)
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➤ 1) Direct access to the mass eigenstates  
     - though indirect measurements and only sensitive to the total sum. 

➤ 2) Powerful (c.f. terrestrial experiments, < 3 eV)  
     - state of the art 
     - model-dependent 

➤ 3) Guaranteed* science in Cosmological Surveys 
     - CMB lensing 
     - Galaxy Surveys for BAOs 
        e.g., PFS will achieve σ(m𝜈) = 0.02eV
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Cosmology measures the mass via ‘Gravity’
➤ Friedmann equation 
 
 - At the level of background, expansion history through redshift vs distance.

➤ Massless → Massive neutrinos 
 - become non-relativistic at late times 
 
 - becomes non-relativistic at 
 
 - effective number of neutrinos  
    (c.f., standard = 3.046)
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Role of Cosmic Microwave Background
➤ increasing mass means increasing matter at decoupling 

- relativistic neutrino’s energy at decoupling 
- in order to be non-relativistic at that time 
- early ISW leads to up to ~1.5eV 

➤ A few remarks 
- CMB plays an important role to determine  
  other cosmological parameters  
- Other information 
  - phase shift in high ell 
  - CMB lensing is a key to go below 1eV.
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Fig. 5.— This figure shows the e↵ects of massive neutrinos on
the CMB power spectrum. The curves show the ratio of mod-
els with

P
m⌫ = 0.5 (dashed green) and 1.0 eV (solid blue)

respectively to the best-fit ⇤CDM (
P

m⌫=0 eV) model spectrum
for SPT+WMAP7. When increasing

P
m⌫ we adjust ⌦⇤ down-

ward to keep ✓s fixed. On large scales, we see a reduction in the
power added by the late-time ISW e↵ect. On intermediate scales
below the neutrino free-streaming length, we see a reduction in the
power contributed by the early ISW e↵ect. On scales smaller than
the neutrino free-streaming length, the more rapid decay of grav-
itational potentials boosts the early ISW power. The amplitude
of the early ISW e↵ect is damped at l & 500 by averaging over
multiple positive and negative contributions.

e↵ects in the low-redshift universe.
To understand neutrino mass constraints from CMB

data, we must understand how the predicted CMB power
spectrum changes with neutrino mass. In the standard
thermal history of the universe, massless neutrinos have
a temperature corresponding to ⇠ 0.17 eV at the epoch
of last scattering. The scale at which masses start to
have an appreciable e↵ect is set by this temperature to
be

P
m⌫ ⇡ 3 ⇥ 0.17 eV.32 Neutrino masses well below

this value have no impact on primary CMB anisotropy.
Hu & Dodelson (2002) and Ichikawa et al. (2005) study
in detail the impact of higher masses on the CMB and
find the dominant impact is due to the ISW e↵ect.
In a matter-dominated universe with zero mean cur-

vature, gravitational potentials remain constant to first
order in linear perturbation theory. Adding components
that do not cluster, while keeping the curvature fixed
to zero, increases the expansion rate which causes the
gravitational potentials to decay. As photons traverse
these decaying potentials on their way toward the ob-
server, new anisotropies are created by what is called
the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) e↵ect. The ISW
anisotropy is generated in the ⇤CDM model both at
early times, as photons free stream immediately after
decoupling through a not-completely-matter-dominated
universe (the early ISW e↵ect) and at late times after
the cosmological constant becomes important (the late
ISW e↵ect).
We illustrate how the ISW e↵ect changes with neutrino

mass in Figure 5. In this figure, we plot the ratio of
Cl at either

P
m⌫= 0.5 or 1.0 eV relative to a fiducial

⇤CDM+
P

m⌫ model Cfid
l

with
P

m⌫ = 0.0. The baryon
density !b, cold dark matter density !c, and the sound

32 For simplicity we assume three families of neutrinos with de-
generate masses.
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Fig. 6.— This figure illustrates the degeneracy between ns andP
m⌫ , and its role in the SPT+WMAP7 preference for nonzero

neutrino masses. The contours are the 68% and 95% confidence
intervals in the ⇤CDM+

P
m⌫ parameter space for WMAP7 (red)

and SPT+WMAP7 (blue). The SPT data prefer a lower value
of ns than WMAP7, which leads the CMB data to prefer higherP

m⌫ .

horizon scale ✓s are fixed between the three models –P
m⌫ and ⌦⇤ vary. Three regimes are labeled in the

figure: a reduction of power due to the late-time ISW
e↵ect at l . 20, a reduction of power due to the early
ISW e↵ect at 20 . l . 100, and an increase in power
due to the early ISW e↵ect at 100 . l . 500. We briefly
explain these three regimes in the next paragraphs.
As

P
m⌫ increases with !b + !c fixed, the expansion

rate increases at early times. Therefore, ⌦⇤ must de-
crease (increasing DA) to keep ✓s fixed. Without this
adjustment to ⌦⇤, ✓s would change, primarily due to the
change in DA. With this adjustment, we find that in
the mass range of interest, H(z) increases relative to theP

m⌫ = 0 model at z & 1 and decreases at z . 1. The
decreased expansion rate at z . 1 results in less decay
of the gravitational potential on very large scales, and
therefore a reduction in the contribution to the power
from the late-time ISW e↵ect. The net e↵ect is less power
at l . 20. However, the large cosmic variance at these
low multipoles makes the CMB data largely insensitive
to the reduced power.
On scales shorter than the neutrino free-streaming

length, the increased expansion rate just after photon
decoupling enhances the decay of gravitational poten-
tials and thus enhances the early ISW e↵ect. On scales
longer than the free-streaming length, the early ISW ef-
fect is suppressed; the clustering of neutrinos prevents
the potential from decaying more rapidly and, due to the
increased expansion rate, there is less time for the early
ISW e↵ect to accumulate. The dividing line in multipole
space between these two regimes increases with

P
m⌫ .

The magnitude of the ISW e↵ect decreases with increas-
ing l as cancellations between an increasing number of
positive and negative contributions washes out the sig-
nal, becoming negligible by l ⇠ 500.
The reduction of power at l . 100 and increase of

Hou+(2012)

Ichikawa, Fukugida, Kawasaki (2005)
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How to go beyond CMB?
Planck paper XVI

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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show the mean posterior value in the base model for Planck+WP.
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➤ Low redshift distance and/or the amplitude of LSS

➤ Neutrino mass cannot help alleviate the Hubble tension

➤ CMB constraint is limited by the optical depth Boyle & Komatsu (2018)
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Neutrinos suppress the growth of LSS
➤ Neutrino free-steaming (Jeans) scale 

42 3. COSMOLOGY AND MASSIVE NEUTRINOS: UP TO LINEAR THEORY

where d!n̂ is the di"erential angle of the momentum direction n̂a = qa/q. Before going to
the details of equations which govern neutrino perturbations, we define free-streaming scale
of neutrinos which is an e"ective horizon defined as the typical distance on which neutrinos
travel between initial and given time. This horizon is asymptotically equal to !v,!i/H, up to a
numerical factor, where !2

v,!i is the velocity dispersion of neutrinos and given by

!2
v,!i !

!
d3q q2/m2[exp(q/T!(z)) + 1]
!

d3q /[exp(q/T!(z)) + 1]
, (3.76)

=
15"(5)

"(3)

"
4

11

#2/3 T 2
"0(1 + z)2

m2
!,i

, (3.77)

where "(5) " 1.037. More conventionally, the comoving wavenumber of neutrino free-streaming
is defined as the Jeans scale by replacing the sound speed with neutrinos’ thermal velocity,

kFS,i !
$

3

2

H(z)

(1 + z)!v,!i

" 0.0676
"

m!,i

0.1 eV

#
%

!w0(1 + z)!3(1+w0) + !m0(1 + z)3

(1 + z)2
hMpc!1. (3.78)

After neutrinos become non-relativistic, the comoving free-streaming scale continues to decrease
during matter domination as

#FS ! 2$/kFS # (a2H)!1 # t!1/3, (3.79)

while the comoving Hubble horizon increase as t1/3. As a result, for neutrinos become non-
relativistic during MD era, the comoving free-streaming wavenumber passes through a wavenum-
ber which corresponds to the Hubble horizon scale at which the neutrino become non-relativistic,
given by

knr,i ! H(znr,i)

1 + znr,i

" 0.0459 !1/2
m0

"
m!,i

0.1 eV

#1/2

hMpc!1, (3.80)

where we have used Eq. (3.24).
Fig. 3.3 describes the time-dependence of kFS,i, knr,i, and the comoving horizon scale, aH(a).

For modes of k > knr,i, neutrinos have become non-relativistic when the perturbations enter
the horizon. Clearly seen from the figure, since kFS,i < knr,i at early times, the neutrino’s
free-streaming e"ect cannot be appeared for modes of kFS,i < k < knr,i when the modes enter
the horizon. At late times, meanwhile, kFS,i > knr,i, and hence the modes of k > kFS,i can
be a"ected by the neutrino’s free-streaming as soon as the modes enter the horizon. In the
following, we refer to free-streaming scale as a characteristic scale which describes the e"ect of
massive neutrinos on the growth of perturbations.

The physical e"ect of neutrino free-streaming is obvious for its kinematic reasons: neutrinos
cannot be confined into regions smaller than the free-streaming scale. Therefore neutrinos
cannot contribute to gravity, and suppress the growth of perturbations at scales less than the
free-streaming scale. For a realistic mass of neutrino, m!,i $ 0.1 eV, typical scales of the

CDM

ν

!FSCDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

CDM

b

b

b

b

b

ν

b

図 3. ニュートリノのフリーストリーミングの概念図．
大規模構造を形成する物質の要素，冷たいダー
クマター (CDM)，バリオン (b)に比べて，軽い
ニュートリノ (!) は速度分散が大きいためにフ
リーストリーミングスケール ("FS) より小さい
スケールにはとどまることができない．従って，
"FS 以下のスケールの構造の成長は，ニュートリ
ノが重力として寄与しない分，ニュートリノ質量
が 0 の場合に比べて抑制される．

ラスタリング分布に焦点を絞り，筆者のグループ
が行ってきた，銀河クラスタリング分布の非線形
進化に対する有質量ニュートリノの影響，さらに
はそれから得られるニュートリノ質量の制限にお
ける研究について議論しよう．

4. 銀河のクラスタリング分布を用いた
ニュートリノ質量の制限

4.1 銀河サーベイの利点と理論的課題
まず銀河のクラスタリング分布を測定するよ

うな大規模な銀河の分光サーベイについて述べ
ておこう．近年，アメリカを中心とした Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)，オーストラリアの
WiggleZ，日本のすばる望遠鏡を用いた将来計画
Subaru Measurements of Imaging and Redshift

波数大スケール 小スケール

パ
ワ
ー
ス
ペ
ク
ト
ル
 (ゆ
ら
ぎ
の
大
き
さ
) SDSS赤色銀河のパワースペクトル

物質ゆらぎの線形パワースペクトルニュートリノ質量 0
ニュートリノ質量 1.0eV

？

図 4. 線形理論により予言される物質ゆらぎのパワース
ペクトル (破線) と，SDSS 赤色銀河で測定され
た銀河のパワースペクトル (データ点)．参考のた
め，ニュートリノ質量が 0 の場合 (黒の破線) と
ニュートリノが質量をもつ場合 (0.1eV，青の破
線) の両方を示した．

(SUMIRe)の分光計画であるPrime Focus Spec-
trograph (PFS)，さらには将来の衛星計画である
WFIRST等，盛んに銀河分光サーベイが提案さ
れているが，その主な目的はバリオン振動の高精
度測定によってダークエネルギーの性質に迫るこ
とである．バリオン振動スケールとは，CMBで
測定されている初期宇宙の光子・バリオン流体の
音速ホライズンスケールであり，これを宇宙膨張
を測定するためのロバストな標準ものさしとして
用いることで宇宙膨張の様子を知ろうというので
ある．銀河のクラスタリング分布に現れるバリオ
ン振動スケールは約 150Mpcという非常に大きな
スケールなので，測定には非常に大規模なサーベ
イが必要になるが，非常に興味深いのは，ニュー
トリノのフリーストリーミングスケールが偶然に

*5 厳密には各世代の質量固有値のニュートリノ質量それぞれに対してニュートリノのフリーストリーミングスケールは異
なるので，各世代のニュートリノ質量を決定することが原理的には可能である．しかし，現実的にはニュートリノ振動
実験の結果を信じれば，各世代間の質量差は非常に小さく，それによる各ニュートリノのフリーストリーミングスケー
ルにおける違いも非常に小さい．

第???巻 第?号 5

➤ Suppress the growth of LSS smaller than the FS scale

- Power spectrum (FT of the correlation function) 
 
 
 
- a few % level suppression around BAO scales. 
 
- smaller scale (high k): linear theory is invalid.

e.g., Lesgourgues & Pastor (2006, 2013)

by solving the linearized Boltzmann equations [11]. The
validity of our assumption will be shown in [12]. [In brief
we have approximately estimated the nonlinear neutrino
perturbations by solving the modified Boltzmann equations
into which the nonlinear gravitational potential including
the contribution of the nonlinear !cb given by Eq. (3) is
inserted, motivated by the fact that the nonlinear gravita-
tional clustering is mainly driven by the CDM plus baryon
perturbations. As a result, the neutrino density perturbation
is found to be enhanced only by up to!10% for f" & 0:05
at scales of interest, corresponding to less than 0.01% error
in the nonlinear power spectrum amplitudes due to the
additional small prefactor f" in Eq. (1).]

Following the standard PT approach [13], the CDM plus
baryon component can be treated as a pressureless and
irrotational fluid for the scales of interest. The fluid equa-
tions for mass and momentum conservation and the
Poisson equation fully describe the dynamics of the density
perturbation field, !cb, and the velocity divergence field,
#cb " r # vcb=$aH%. The solutions to this system can be
obtained by making a perturbative expansion, !cb & !$1%cb '
!$2%cb ' !$3%cb ' # # # and #cb & #$1%cb ' #$2%cb ' #$3%cb ' # # # ,
where the superscript ‘‘$i%’’ denotes the ith order perturba-
tion. In our setting, the nonlinear correction to the total
matter power spectrum Pm$k% arises only through Pcb$k% in
Eq. (1). The nonlinear Pcb including the next-to-leading
order corrections is expressed as

 Pcb$k; z% & PLcb ' P$13%
cb ' P$22%

cb ; (2)

where the last two terms describe the nonlinear corrections,
the so-called one-loop corrections, that include contribu-
tions up to the third-order perturbations.

The neutrinos affect the spectrum Pcb through the
effect on the linear growth rate [14]. At wave numbers
smaller than the neutrino free-streaming scale, kfs$z% ’
0:023$m"=0:1 eV%(2=$1 ' z%)1=2$!m0=0:23%1=2h Mpc*1,
the neutrinos can cluster together with CDM and baryon.
Conversely, at k > kfs, the growth rate of CDM perturba-
tions is suppressed due to the weaker gravitational force
caused by the lack of neutrino perturbations. Thus the
growth rate, Dcb$z; k%, has a characteristic scale- depen-
dence in a MDM model. This fact causes one complication
in computing the second- and third-order solutions for !cb
and #cb. The k dependence of Dcb causes mode couplings
between the perturbations of different wave numbers in the
nonlinear regime in addition to the mode couplings via the
transfer function. Interestingly, however, we have found
that, using the analytic fitting formula for Dcb in [14], this
additional mode coupling can be safely ignored for the
expected small value of f" [12]. As a result, the nonlinear
spectra, P$22%

cb and P$13%
cb , are written in the form similar to

that for a CDM model case [13]:

 

P$22%
cb $k; z% & k3

98$2$%2
Z 1

0
drPLcb$kr; z%

+
Z 1

*1
d%PLcb$k

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1' r2 * 2r%

q
; z%

+ $3r' 7%* 10r%2%2
$1' r2 * 2r%%2 ;

P$13%
cb $k; z% & k3PLcb$kr; z%

252$2$%2
Z 1

0
drPLcb$kr; z%

+
"

12

r2 * 158' 100r2 * 42r4

' 3

r2 $r2 * 1%3$7r2 ' 2% ln
########

1' r
1* r

########
$
:

(3)

Note that P$22%
cb and P$13%

cb are roughly proportional to the
square of PLcb, which enhances the neutrino effect in the
nonlinear regime, compared to the linear case, PLcb.

Results.—Equations (1) and (3) show that the PT pre-
diction for Pm$k% at a given redshift can be computed once
the linear spectra, PLcb, PLcb;", and PL" , are specified. We use
the CAMB code [15] to compute the input linear spectra for
a given MDM model. [Our fiducial cosmological parame-
ters are !m0 & 0:27 (assuming a flat universe), !m0h2 &
0:1277, !b0h2 & 0:0223, ns & 1, &s & 0, "2

R & 2:35+
10*9, and w & *1, where ns, &s, and "2

R are the tilt, the
running, and the normalization of primordial power spec-
trum and w is the dark energy equation of state.] Figure 1
shows the fractional difference between the power spectra

FIG. 1 (color online). Fractional difference between the mass
power spectra at z & 3 with and without the massive neutrino
contributions, where the two cases f" & 0:01 and 0.02 are
considered. The solid and dotted curves show the PT and linear
theory results, respectively. The two vertical lines indicate a
maximum wave number limit kmax up to which the two models
are expected to be valid (see text). The shaded boxes show the
expected 1' errors on the power spectrum measurement for the
z! 3 WFMOS survey and the case of f" & 0:01.

PRL 100, 191301 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
16 MAY 2008

191301-2

SS, Takada, Taruya (2008)
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The First-ever Vlasov simulation with Neutrinos
20

0 
M

pc
/h

Yoshikawa, Tanaka, Yoshida, SS (2020)

of neutrinos that are trapped within the halos effectively decreases.
In the run with =nM c 0.4 eV2 , the spatial variation of velocity
dispersion at redshift z!=!1 is similar to that of =nM c 0.2 eV2

runs at redshift z!=!0. This is because the mean velocity dispersion
is the same between the two cases at the respective epoch.

At z!=!0, the run with M! c2!=!0.4 eV looks signi!cantly
different from the results with =nM c 0.2 eV2 at the same
redshift. This is because the mean velocity dispersion already
dropped to s = ´1.35 10v

3 km s!1, which is comparable to or
smaller than the virial velocities of massive halos (rich galaxy

clusters). The neutrinos can gravitationally contract into the
potential of the halos and of large-scale !lamentary structures.
This gravitational “heating” occurs in the high-density regions
(Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the relative-velocity !eld between CDM and

neutrinos, - nv vc! !, where vc and nv is the bulk peculiar velocity of
CDM and neutrinos, respectively. We calculate vc by averaging
the peculiar velocities of N-body particles residing in the physical
Vlasov mesh grids using the TSC assignment scheme. The
neutrino streaming velocity nv is the mean averaged over entire

Figure 2. Density !elds of CDM (contour) and neutrinos (color) in the runs with Lbox!=!200h!1 Mpc, =nM c 0.4 eV2 (upper panels) and 0.2 eV (lower panels) at
z!=!0.0 (left) and 1.0 (right). Color bars indicate the mass overdensity of neutrinos. Circles indicate positions of DM halos with a virial mass greater than 1013 Me.
The radii of the circles are proportional to the virial radii of DM halos.

7

The Astrophysical Journal, 904:159 (16pp), 2020 December 1 Yoshikawa et al.
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Neutrinos suppress the growth of LSS

Villaescusa-Navarro (2015)

neutrinos with 0.6eV
(λFS ~ 22Mpc)

massless neutrinos

15Mpc

DM halo
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State of the art: from Galaxy P(k) [Actual Data]
Zhang, SS+ (in prep)

➤ Fit the Perturbation Theory to nonlinear 
P(k) in the BOSS DR12 galaxies.  
 

➤ Hint of the discrepancy between  
- the BAO scale (distance) &  
- the broadband shape? 

➤ Planck + FS: 0.10+-0.05 eV

See also SS+(2011), Zhao, SS+(2013), Philcox+(2019), 
               Ivanov (2020).
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FIG. 4. Recovery test of HOD galaxy mock with ⌃m⌫ = 0.0.
Panel shows likelihood peak (orange markers) and 68% con-
tour (blue line) for ⌃m⌫ under di↵erent kmax configuration.

FIG. 5. Caption
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What’s next? The Galaxy Bispectrum? [Sim]

2. LSS Review

12
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Figure 4. Marginalized 1� constraints, �✓, of the cosmological parameters ⌦m, ⌦b, h, ns, �8, and M⌫ as

a function of kmax for the redshift-space P g
0 +P g

2 (blue) and combined P g
0 +P g

2 + Bg
0 (orange). Even after

marginalizing over HOD parameters, the galaxy bispectrum significantly improves cosmological parameter

constraints. For kmax = 0.2 and 0.5h/Mpc, including the bispectrum improves {⌦m,⌦b, h, ns,�8,M⌫} con-

straints by factors of {2.0, 2.0, 2.2, 2.6, 3.9, 2.8} and {2.8, 3.1, 3.8, 4.2, 4.2, 4.6}. When we include Planck priors

(dotted), the improvement from Bg
0 is even more evident. The constraining power of P g

0 +P g
2 completely

saturates for kmax & 0.12h/Mpc. Adding Bg
0 not only improves constraints, but the constraints continue

to improve for higher kmax. At kmax = 0.2 and 0.5h/Mpc, the P g
0 +P g

2 + Bg
0 improves the M⌫ constraint

by 1.4 and 2.3⇥ over P g
0 +P g

2 . We emphasize that the constraints above are for 1 (Gpc/h)3 box and thus

underestimate the constraining power of upcoming galaxy clustering surveys.

We present the Fisher matrix constraints for M⌫ and other cosmological parameters from the

redshift-space galaxy P g
0 +P g

2 (blue), Bg
0 (green), and combined P g

0 +P g
2 + Bg

0 (orange) in Figure 3.

These constraints marginalize over the Zheng et al. (2007) HOD parameters (bottom panels), extend

to kmax = 0.5 h/Mpc, and are for a 1(Gpc/h)3 volume. The contours mark the 68% and 95%

confidence intervals. With the redshift-space P g
0 +P g

2 alone, we derive the following 1� constraints

for {⌦m, ⌦b, h, ns, �8, M⌫}: 0.037, 0.015, 0.178, 0.206, 0.089, and 0.334 eV. With the redshift-space

Bg
0 alone, we get: 0.018, 0.006, 0.052, 0.053, 0.034, and 0.073 eV. The galaxy bispectrum achieves

significantly tighter constraints on all cosmological parameters over the power spectrum.

Furthermore, we find that by combining P g
0 +P g

2 and Bg
0 produces even better constraints by

breaking more parameter degeneracies. Among the cosmological parameters, in addition to breaking

➤ The galaxy bispectrum, directly measured from ‘mock’ simulations 
 improves by a factor of two, even after marginalizing over galaxy parameters.

Hahn & Villaescusa-Navarro (2021)
➤ Open Questions 

- Same is true for higher redshift? 
- Same is true for other types of 
  galaxies? 
- More information from the  
  anisotropic bispectrum?
c.f. Sugiyama, SS, Beutler & Seo (2019, 2020, 2021)
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Figure 6. Marginalized errors of cosmological parameters from di↵erent statistics as a function of the maximum wavenumber
kmax included in the analysis. Results are computed using the monopole and quadrupole of each observable: power spectrum
(black), marked power spectrum M1 having R = 30 h�1Mpc, p = 1, and �s = 0.1 (blue), marked power spectrum M2 having
R = 25 h�1Mpc, p = 1, and �s = 0.25 (green), marked power spectrum M3 having R = 20 h�1Mpc, p = 1, and �s = 0.5 (red),
and marked power spectrum M4 having R = 30 h�1Mpc, p = 1, and �s = 0.5 (orange).

Measuring statistics in redshift-space allows us to gather information from the velocity field, that depends on f�8

on linear scales. In the case of biased tracers, the amplitude of the density field depends on the combination of the
linear galaxy bias and �8, while the velocity field still depends on the combination f�8. Therefore, redshift-space
measurements of the galaxy power spectrum break the galaxy bias-�8 degeneracy and allow to place tighter constrain
on �8. Marked power spectra, such as the Mi considered here, exhibit the same degeneracy breaking, as discussed in
Section 5, and they seem to extract much more information on �8 from the velocity field than the power spectrum.
Indeed, while including the quadrupole decreases the monopole �8 error by a factor equal to 1.6 when considering the
power spectrum, it decreases the monopole errors by 3� 5 times when considering the marked power spectra Mi.
Let us consider ⌦m and M⌫ . The combination of the four selected galaxy marked spectra and the galaxy power

spectrum (P + ⌃iMi) allows us to decrease the power spectrum errors on ⌦m and M⌫ by factors of 2.4 and 3 (Table
3). The analogous ratios comparing the combination of two marked spectra and the power spectrum of the real-space
cold dark matter field were equal to 3.3 and 4, respectively, and in this case the improvement is obtained with marked
spectra alone. Why is the improvement larger when using cold dark matter? As Massara et al. (2021) pointed out,
marked power spectra are powerful statistics to constrain the neutrino masses when they up-weight low-density regions.
In these regions, such as cosmic voids, the M⌫ � �8 degeneracy is likely to be broken — see Massara et al. (2015) and
their Figure 9 and 13 — since neutrinos represent a large fraction of the total matter in low-density regions, so that
their e↵ects should be more pronounced than in high-density regions, where they are an infinitesimal component of
the total matter. The galaxies considered in this work live in high mass halos (Mh > 1013 h�1M�), and the galaxy
marked power spectra might not have access to low-density regions in the matter field. This could be the reason why
the galaxy marked spectra are not outperforming the galaxy power spectrum as much as the cold dark matter marked
spectra.

6.2. Matter density environment

In this section we investigate the connection between the galaxies in our simulations and the mass environment
where they live. Figure 7 shows the probability distribution function (PDF) of finding an object in a given local
density, defined as the cold dark matter density inside a sphere of radius R, with R = 20 h�1Mpc (left panel)
and R = 30 h�1Mpc (right panel); these values correspond to the smoothing scales of M1, M3 and M4, and the
measurements have been performed in the fiducial cosmology. The black lines show the PDF at matter particle
locations, and the blue lines indicate the PDF at all galaxy positions. The PDF of the matter particles peaks around
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What’s next? The Marked Statistics? [Sim]

2. LSS Review

Massara+(2021)

Using the Marked Power Spectrum to Detect the Signature of Neutrinos in Large-Scale Structure

Elena Massara,1, 2, ⇤ Francisco Villaescusa-Navarro,3, 2 Shirley Ho,2, 3, 4 Neal Dalal,5 and David N. Spergel2, 3

1Waterloo Centre for Astrophysics, University of Waterloo,
200 University Ave W, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada

2Center for Computational Astrophysics, Flatiron Institute, 162 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10010, USA
3Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Peyton Hall, Princeton NJ 08544, USA

4Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
5Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, 31 Caroline Street North, Waterloo, ON N2L 2Y5, Canada

(Dated: January 30, 2020)

Cosmological neutrinos have their greatest influence in voids: these are the regions with the highest neutrino
to dark matter density ratios. The marked power spectrum can be used to emphasize low density regions over
high density regions, and therefore is potentially much more sensitive than the power spectrum to the effects of
neutrino masses. Using 22,000 N-body simulations from the Quijote suite, we quantify the information content
in the marked power spectrum of the matter field, and show that it outperforms the standard power spectrum
by setting constraints improved by a factor larger than 2 on all cosmological parameters. The combination of
marked and standard power spectrum allows to place a 4.3� constraint on the minimum sum of the neutrino
masses with a volume equal to 1 (Gpc h�1)3 and without CMB priors. Combinations of different marked power
spectra yield a 6� constraint within the same conditions.

PACS numbers:

Introduction — Neutrinos are the last particles of the
Standard Model whose masses remain unknown. Oscilla-
tion experiments have measured two nonzero mass splittings
among active neutrinos, showing that at least two mass eigen-
states have nonzero mass, but the absolute mass scale and the
ordering of the eigenstates remain unknown (see [1] for a re-
cent review). Upcoming laboratory experiments (e.g tritium
endpoint and double beta decay experiments) are expected to
improve bounds on the neutrino mass scale ([2] for review).

In the near future, cosmology offers a promising inde-
pendent probe of neutrino masses [3–5]. Neutrinos are so
abundant in the universe that their collective mass affects
the growth of cosmological structure, producing distinctive
signatures detectable with upcoming surveys. Cosmological
large-scale structure (LSS) is very sensitive to the sum of the
masses, which is M⌫ =

P
i mi > 0.06 eV if two neutrinos

are light and one massive (normal hierarchy), or M⌫ > 0.1 eV
if two neutrinos are massive and one light (inverted hierarchy).
The current tightest constraint comes from combining ob-
servations of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies
with baryonic acoustic oscillation measurements, M⌫ < 0.12
eV at 95% C.L. for a flat ⇤CDM cosmology [6].

If the late time matter/galaxy density fields were Gaussian,
then all the cosmological information would be embedded in
their two-point functions. Non-linear gravitational evolution
generates small-scale non-Gaussianity, inducing an informa-
tion leakage from the two-point function to higher order statis-
tics (see [7–9] for discussions on the bispectrum). One way
to retrieve this lost information is utilization of different sum-
mary statistics, e.g. statistics of peaks or voids. Voids have not
undergone virialization and are thus expected to retain much
of their initial cosmological information [10]. Voids are es-
pecially appealing as probes of neutrino physics: since they
are much emptier in baryons and dark matter than they are in
neutrinos, voids are the regions where the ratio between the

cosmic neutrino density and the cold dark matter density is
the highest in the Universe [11]. Recently, [11–13] discuss
the sensitivity of void-related observables to neutrino masses;
[14] uses the Quijote simulations to estimate the information
content of upcoming LSS surveys.

The power spectrum is the most commonly used observable
to extract cosmological information from large-scale struc-
ture. Since the density power spectrum is significantly af-
fected by the most massive objects [15], it is expected to be
sub-optimal when extracting information embedded in low
density regions such as cosmic voids. Here we consider a way
to use power spectra that gives more weight to low density re-
gions, by utilizing the so-called marked power spectrum [16].
For the first time, we explore using marked statistics to weigh
neutrinos.

Marked power spectrum — Marked correlation functions
are modified two-point correlation functions where pairs are
weighted by a mark. The mark usually depends on prop-
erties of the considered tracer or on environment. Correla-
tions of marked point processes have been firstly formalized
by [16], and they have been subsequently used in astrophysics
to study how the galaxy clustering depends on galaxy proper-
ties such as morphology, luminosity, color, etc. [17–19], and
how halo clustering depends on merger history [20]. A de-
scription of marked correlation function in the framework of
the halo model has been developed in [21]. More recently,
[22] proposed a mark that depends on local density with the
purpose of studying modified gravity models. This mark aims
to increase the weight of pairs in low density regions, where
modifications of gravity are more likely to be present, and it
has been used by [23–25]. Here we consider the mark pro-
posed in [22],

m(~x;R, p, �s) =


1 + �s

1 + �s + �R(~x)

�p
, (1)
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➤  The two-point correlation function 
weighted by the mark:

➤  p>0 puts more weight in low density region.

➤  Effectively include higher-order information.

2

Figure 1: Projections in a region of 500 ⇥ 250 ⇥ 20(h�1Mpc)3

of a simulation with fiducial cosmology at z = 0. Top panel
shows the projected matter density field and bottom panel displays
the marked density field with parameters R = 10 h�1Mpc, p = 2,
and �s = 0.25. Here we show how the large-scale structure looks
like in a marked field with positive p: high density regions are down-
weighted, while low density regions are up-weighted.

to build a marked statistics of the matter density field. The
mark depends on the local density �R(~x) = ⇢R(~x)/⇢̄ � 1,
where ⇢̄ is the mean matter density and ⇢R(~x) is the local den-
sity around the position ~x computed by smoothing the matter
density field with a Top-Hat filter of radius R. Overall, the
mark is a function of three parameters: a scale R, a density
parameter �s and an exponent p. The case �s ! 0 is partic-
ularly instructive since it yields m(~x) ! [⇢̄/⇢R(~x)]

p. In this
case it is clear that positive values of p enhance the weight
of points in low density regions, while negative values of p

weight more points in high density regions. Figure 1 displays
the marked density field in the case of positive p and shows
how high/low density regions become down/up-weighted by
the mark.

In configuration space, the marked correlation function is

1 +M(r) =
NX

i,j=1

�D(|~xi � ~xj |� r)m(~xi)m(~xj)

m̄2N2/V
, (2)

where �D is the Dirac delta and m̄ is the mean value of the
mark. In the literature, marked correlations are defined as
(1 + M)/(1 + ⇠), where ⇠ is the correlation function. Here
we are not interested in removing the spatial clustering of
points, and therefore we do not use this definition. Moreover,
we choose to work in Fourier space rather than configuration
space, due to the lower computational cost needed to measure
power spectra.

To sum up, the marked power spectra are promising sum-
mary statistics to study neutrinos for multiple reasons. They

Figure 2: Correlation matrix of the power spectrum and of the
marked power spectrum with parameters R = 10 h�1Mpc, p = 2,
and �s = 0.25, at z = 0. The covariance of the latter is clearly more
diagonal than the former, which allows for more information to be
extracted from small scales.

are straightforward to compute: the measurement of the local
density field is the only ingredient that needs to be added to
a power spectrum pipeline in order to compute marked power
spectra. Moreover, the marked power spectra contain infor-
mation from higher order statistics because of the dependence
of the mark on the local density. One way to see this is to
note that when a mark in Eqn. (1) including the density field
is used, then the marked power spectrum is equivalent to the
power spectrum of a nonlinear transformation of the density
field. As many previous works have noted, certain nonlin-
ear transformations can make the density field more Gaussian
and thereby transfer information from high-order correlations
back to the 2-point function, significantly improving parame-
ter constraints from 2-point statistics (e.g. [26–28]). Finally,
marked power spectra overcome the need of identifying voids,
which can be computationally costly depending on the void
finder used. Yet, they extract the information from low den-
sity regions.

Fisher formalism — We quantify the information content
(or constraining power) of both standard and marked power
spectra using the Fisher formalism. In this framework, the
marginalised error squared �

2(✓i) associated with a cosmo-
logical parameter ✓i is �

2(✓i) � (F�1)ii, where F is the
Fisher matrix defined as

Fij =
@ ~d

@✓i
C

�1 @
~d
T

@✓j
, (3)

with ~d = (O1, O2, ...) being the data vector containing the
considered observable O (in our case the marked power spec-
trum and/or the standard power spectrum) evaluated at differ-
ent wavelength k, and C being the covariance matrix. A large
number of simulations are needed to accurately evaluate both

Philcox+(2020)
Massara+(2022)

P(k) only

P(k)+M(k)
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What’s next? The Void Statistics? [Sim]
3
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FIG. 1. Upper panels: Halo mass functions of all halos (blue) and of void halos (halo-traced voids: magenta; CDM particle-
traced voids: green) in the

P
m⌫ = 0.1 eV (solid lines) and

P
m⌫ = 0.6 eV (dashed line) simulations at z = 0 (left) and z = 1

(right). Lower panels: Ratios of the halo mass functions from the
P

m⌫ = 0.6 eV simulation to that of the
P

m⌫ = 0.1 eV
simulation for the three halo populations. The void halos consist of halos found within half of the void radii from the void
centers.

N most massive halos hMviri. In practice, we would
measure the average mass of the N most luminous halos
and rely on the relatively small scatter between stellar
luminosity and mass implied by the Dn–� relation and
the Tully-Fisher relation. In Fig. 2, we show the mean
virial mass of the N most massive halos as a function of
N , for all halos and void halos at z = 0 and z = 1. The
shaded regions represent the 68% credible regions2. The

2 The errors for void halos are the standard deviation of 1,000
bootstrapped samples from the full void halo population. To
obtain the error for all halos that are normalized to the same
volume as the void halos, we first draw 100 random cubes in
the simulation box, each with volume equivalent to the total
void search volume. Within each cube, we then bootstrap 100

reduction in the mean halo mass, due to the increase of
neutrino mass from 0.1 eV to 0.6 eV, is larger in halo-
traced void halos (e.g. by 50% for N = 100) than in
all halos (by 30% for N = 100) at z = 0. Our results
demonstrate that void halos can potentially be a powerful
tool for constraining the neutrino mass.

halo samples, each with the same number of halos as the total
number of void halos. The errors are the standard deviation of
the 10,000 resulting random samples. In the ratio plots (lower
panels), The lower and upper errors are the 16 and 84 percentiles
in the distributions, respectively.

Zhang+(2019) ➤ Neutrinos affect halo formation  

 history inside/outside voids. 

➤ Detailed forecast not provided 

- looks the biggest neutrino effect 

  I have ever seen!
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Summary
➤ Now entering a new era: LSS competitive with CMB. 

- Planck + BOSS/eBOSS already reaching 0.1eV in ΛCDM.


➤ More interestingly, we do not fully unlock the potential in LSS. 

- have been focusing on the two-point statistics around the BAO scales. 

- other LSS observables: Weak lensing    < 0.13 eV                

                                         Ly𝛼 forest          < 0.12 eV  

- recent studies: low-density region, higher-order statistics 

  → Simulations will be a key  & Many Surveys (DESI,PFS,Euclid,Roman)!

DES collaboration (2021)

Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
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Problems in N-body with Neutrinos 

3. New Vlasov Simulation

➤ An accurate simulation is a key! 

➤ Structure formation simulation with massive neutrinos.  

- Hot dark matter scenario back in 80-90s. 

- Realistic N-body simulations with light neutrinos since 2010. 

 

  - difference b/w CDM & neutrinos = initial condition in thermal velocity 

  - typically N𝛎 = 8NCDM, sampling only 8 points in velocity space. 

    ➜ spurious behavior due to the shot noise at small scales 

Brandbyge+(2010), Bird+(2012), Vilaescusa-Navarro+(2014,2020), Inman+(2015, 2017) etc…

Banerjee & Dalal (2016)
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N-body vs Vlasov

3. New Vlasov Simulation

N-body vs Vlasov

Vlasov simulation with Nx=1923 and Nv=643N-body simultion with N=15363

N体シミュレーションとVlasovシミュレーションでのニュートリノ密度場の⽐較

N体シミュレーションではニュートリノの細かい構造がショットノイズに埋もれて
しまっている。(特に Void 領域)

初期条件でCDMのN体粒⼦の近くにニュートリノのN体粒⼦を置くと、密度場が過
⼤評価される。N体粒⼦の粒⼦性によるアーティファクト。

N-body Vlasov
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Neutrino suppression the matter P(k)

3. New Vlasov Simulation

14 Yoshikawa et al.

Figure 8. Synthesized power spectra of massive neutrinos obtained in our simulations at z = 0, 1 and 2 (solid lines). The dotted lines

represent the linear perturbation theory predictions.

Figure 9. Ratios of total matter power spectrum with respect to the massless neutrino models at z = 0, 1 and 2. The dashed lines

represent the results from the 1-loop perturbation theory of Saito et al. (2008), whereas the dashed lines are the halo model predictions of

Mead et al. (2016). The vertical lines at the left of each panel indicate the wave numbers corresponding to the maximum free streaming

scales, i.e., the distance travelled to the epoch of non-relativistic transition.

600h�1Mpc using the ROCKSTAR software package
(Behroozi et al. 2013). We consider DM halos identi-
fied with at least 100 particles. The corresponding halo
mass is 9.39 ⇥ 1010fCDMM� and 2.53 ⇥ 1012fCDMM�
for the runs with Lbox = 200h�1 Mpc and 600h�1 Mpc,
respectively.
Figure 11 shows the mass function at z = 0, 0.5, 1.0

and 2.0. We also present the ratio of the mass functions
relative to the massless neutrino case in the lower panels.
The mass functions of the massless cases are in good
agreement with the analytic fit of Tinker et al. (2008).
There are less massive DM halos in models with mas-

sive neutrinos. We compare our simulation result for
M⌫c

2 = 0.1 eV with the model of Ichiki & Takada
(2012). Their model assumes spherical top-hat col-

lapse in the presence of massive neutrinos2. The over-
all good agreement at z = 0 suggests that the sup-
pression at large mass scales is caused by the e↵ective
”drag” by free streaming neutrinos. The mass func-
tion for the M⌫c

2 = 0.3 eV model is also consistent
with the N -body simulation results of Costanzi et al.
(2013), although the comparison can be made only at
M > 2 ⇥ 1013 M�. It should be noted that the mass
functions around M ' 1011 M� might be a↵ected by
the mild force resolution of the PM scheme adopted in
our N -body simulations.

2 Ichiki & Takada (2012) assume the inverted mass hierarchy in
which only two neutrino species have mass and the other one is
massless. This is di↵erent from our setting in which three species
have equal masses.

Yoshikawa, Tanaka, Yoshida, SS (2020)

➤ Consistent with previous work SS, Takada, Taruya (2008, 2009)
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Information in nonlinear vs linear?

2. LSS Review

5
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FIG. 1. The real part of the coherence between fields from the
real and fake M⌫ simulations. If we match �X at z = 0, we
plot the coherence for �X . It can be seen that the coherence
in the case of �cb and �⌦m is 1 up to k = 1h/Mpc to . 0.01%.
This implies that there is negligible non-linear information
in the cb-field or the lensed matter field at these scales that
goes beyond the power spectrum. On the other hand, the
coherence for �m begins to di↵er from 1 at a lower value of k,
implying non-linear information beyond the power spectrum
for the 3d matter field.

This is the typical shape information associated with neu-
trinos, however, it mostly appears on large, linear, scales
and will thus be sample variance limited. Finally, we
see that the ratio for Pm di↵ers from 1 on small scales,
implying the presence of non-linear information about
neutrinos beyond the the linear power spectrum of the
3d total matter field.

To summarize, whenever we consider the single-fluid
CDM field, we find that there is no di↵erence between the
real and fake simulations. On the other hand, whenever
we consider fields that explicitly depend on both fluids
(CDM+⌫) in the real simulations, we generally find that
a single fake simulation cannot reproduce the statistics
on all scales: either they remain matched on large scales,
or they remain matched on small scales. The two choices
we explore, m and ⌦m, illustrate this clearly. For m,
the small scales have a di↵erent non-linear behavior even
though the linear statistics are exactly matched. For ⌦m,
the large scales are not matched even at the linear level,
but crucially, the small scale matching is maintained both
at the linear and non-linear level. Since for ⌦m only the
linear scales are not matched well, most of the informa-
tion should be contained in the linear power spectrum.

FIG. 2. The ratio of the power spectra between the real and
fake M⌫ simulations. If we match �X at z = 0, we plot the
corresponding power spectrum, PX . It can be seen that the
ratio is 1 for cb, while there is an approximately 1% deviation
for P⌦m on large scales. Only Pm di↵ers form 1 on non-linear
scales, implying information beyond the power spectrum in
for the matter field. In the cases of cb and ⌦m, the . 0.1%
upturn on scales smaller than k ⇡ 0.5h/Mpc is a numerical
artifact due to discrepancy between the backscaling and for-
ward model; a similar e↵ect can be seen in the case of m for
which a downturn begins at k ⇡ 0.5h/Mpc.

IV. HIGHER-ORDER STATISTICS

We now illustrate the e↵ect of the results of the previ-
ous section on various statistics beyond the power spec-
trum. While the results of the previous section are su�-
cient in determining the presence of information regard-
ingM⌫ in any non-linear statistic beyond the power spec-
trum, we now show this explicitly for various examples
in the interest of clarity.

We start with the void size function (VSF), a com-
monly proposed source of information regarding neutrino
mass [44]. We use the spherical void finder of [29] with
a threshold of �th = �0.7, and look for voids in the
three considered fields: cb, ⌦m, and m. In Fig. 3 we
find that there is no di↵erence in the VSF between the
real and fake simulations for both the cb and ⌦m fields,
but there is potentially some di↵erence for the 3d matter
field. Note that we find similar results regardless of the
value of �th.

Next, in Fig. 4, we consider the marked power spec-
trum. We use the optimal choice of mark parameters
found in [53], which uses the smoothed overdensity field
with 10Mpc/h smoothing window, thus small scale in-
formation is mixed into large scales. We again find little
di↵erence in the cb field. The ⌦m field di↵ers only on
large, linear, scales. For the m field there is a di↵erence
on all scales. Again, this fits with our findings in the
previous section.

Bayer, Banerjee, Seljak (2021) ➤  Two sets of simulation w/ and w/o neutrinos  
 which gives the exactly same matter linear P(k) at z=0.

➤  No difference in the two simulations. 
→ implies that max. information on neutrino masses 
     is equivalent to that of linear theory.

➤  To go beyond the linear information 
- 3d matter field; not observable. 
- Redshift Space Distortion, i.e., the velocity field. 
- combining different redshift.


